Coverage uncertainty range: A new method for calculating uncertainty around summary statistics in healthcare quality indicators
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ABSTRACT

Data from clinical health registries, such as medical quality registries, are often used as basis for healthcare quality indicators (QI). To aid the interpretation of quality indicators and support decisions, it is important to quantify the uncertainty around the QI summary statistics. In this paper we suggest a novel method for quantifying such uncertainty: the Coverage uncertainty range. The method is based on the size of the population present in the register relative to the total relevant population and does not make any assumptions about the sampling strategy or the value of the summary statistic. Furthermore, using both simulated data and real-life data from a Norwegian medical quality registry, we illustrate why using confidence intervals when presenting healthcare quality indicators may lead to erroneous conclusions.
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INTRODUCTION

During the past decades, measuring quality in healthcare has become a major topic for policymakers, researchers and health personnel and effort has been made to develop systematic methods of benchmarking quality of care of different healthcare providers (1). A key point of quality indicators is that they apply to the actual, observed results for a given health provider in a given time period, and thus can be classified as descriptive statistics. This utility of health registry data differs from that of epidemiological research where the aim is to generalize findings to a larger, unknown population by use of a sample population and inferential statistics. Confidence intervals are frequently used in inferential statistics to quantify uncertainty around point estimates, but there is a lack of methods for quantifying uncertainty around summary statistics. In this paper, we propose a new method for quantifying uncertainty around summary statistics when the data completeness is known: the Coverage uncertainty range method.

It is well known that data completeness in health registries vary substantially (4,5). Even within the same registry, completeness often varies between different health care providers or between different variables in the registry. Consequently, the data used as basis for quality indicators holds a certain amount of uncertainty. The new method suggested in the present paper is suitable for quantifying the uncertainty around summary statistics of observed results in a known, finite population when the outcome of interest is binary (e.g. yes/no). This new method gives a lower and upper bound for uncertainty around a summary statistic based on the completeness of the data and does not rely on any assumptions about the sampling strategy or the value of the summary statistic, in contrast to standard formulas for confidence intervals.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

We used simulated data to illustrate the Coverage uncertainty range method. Then we applied the method to real life data from a Norwegian national medical quality registry; the Norwegian Registry of Myocardial Infarction (NORMI). In this study, we only made use of publicly available statistics (3), so approval by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics was not required.

Norwegian Registry of Myocardial Infarction

NORMI is one of 58 national medical quality registries in Norway (2023). The registry collects information about all patients hospitalized for acute myocardial infarction (AMI) in Norway, and contains person identifiable information on symptoms, diagnostic procedures, treatment and follow-up after discharge from hospital. All Norwegian hospitals are obliged to report to NORMI, and more than 100 000 cases of acute myocardial infarctions have been included in the registry during the period 2013-2023. Studies have shown that the data quality in NORMI is satisfactory (8, 9). The main purpose of NORMI, as for all national medical quality registries, is to contribute to improved quality of care and reduce non-random variation between health providers (3). NORMI has established a set of 14 quality indicators expressing key elements in the quality of health care for AMI patients. To illustrate the Coverage uncertainty range method, we used the quality indicator Proportion of patients treated with primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
within 120 minutes after first medical contact. The quality indicator is calculated as the proportion of cases fulfilling the requirement compared to the total population relevant for the indicator (3).

Data completeness

Data completeness in health registries can be defined on two levels, case completeness and variable completeness (6). Case completeness is often referred to as the coverage, defined as the proportion of the total population present in the register. Variable completeness can be defined as the proportion of cases not containing missing values. Consequently, data completeness can be defined as case completeness x variable completeness.

For instance, if Hospital A has 80% case completeness and 95% variable completeness for a given variable, data completeness equals 76% (80% x 95%).

NORMI’s coverage (case completeness) is calculated annually by comparison to The Norwegian Patient Registry (NPR). NPR includes all patients admitted to Norwegian hospitals, and the population in NPR relevant for NORMI are patients registered with an ICD-10 code I21-I22 (acute myocardial infarction). By the use of personal id-numbers the population registered in NORMI can be compared to the population registered in NPR using the following formula for coverage:

\[
\text{Number of cases registered in NORMI} = \frac{\text{Number of cases only registered in NORMI} + \text{Number of cases only registered in NPR} + \text{Number of cases registered in both NORMI and NPR}}{	ext{Number of cases in NPR}}
\]

In 2020, the overall coverage of NORMI was 89%, however, coverage per hospital varied from 77% to 97% (3).

Confidence intervals

A confidence interval is a range of probable estimates for an unknown parameter. The width of a confidence interval depends on both the sample size and the statistical distribution of the unknown parameter (7).

The unknown parameter could for example be the proportion of patients given a specific treatment, represented as a quality indicator. The population present in the registry is used to calculate the summary statistic. For binomial distributed variables, the formula based on a normal approximation is commonly used when calculating confidence intervals. This formula is based on the central limit theorem, which gives a confidence interval that is invalid when the sample size is small or when the summary statistic is close to 0% or 100%. Perhaps more suited for quality indicators is the Wilson score confidence interval, which is asymmetric and have better performance for small sample sizes or summary statistics close to 0% or 100%. The results in this paper are presented using a 95% Wilson score confidence interval. However, both the confidence interval based on the normal distribution and the Wilson score interval depends on the sample size; when the sample size increases, the confidence interval narrows.

The outcome considered in this paper is binary, e.g. each case (patient) has either met or not met the criteria for the QI, and each patient is either registered or not registered in the registry. The Coverage uncertainty range method is based on identifying a hypothetical lower and upper bound for the true observed value, based on data completeness. Arguably, if the data completeness is low, a large amount of uncertainty may be associated with the summary statistic, while high data completeness means less uncertainty.

For illustration, we use the NORMI quality indicator Proportion of patients treated with primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) within 120 minutes after first medical contact. Using standard probability notation, we define the following events:

- B: The patient is treated with PCI within 120 minutes after first medical contact
- B⁰: The patient is not treated with PCI within 120 minutes after first medical contact
- R: The case is present in the register
- R⁰: The case is not present in the register
- V: The variable contains data
- V⁰: The variable does not contain data
- Q: The case is registered and the variable contains data
- Q⁰: Either the case is not registered or the case is registered but the variable does not contain data

Data completeness is defined as \(P(Q) = P(R) \cdot P(V)\). We are interested in estimating the true proportion of patients treated with PCI within 120 minutes per hospital. Using the law of total probability,

\[
P(B) = P(B|Q) \cdot P(Q) + P(B|Q⁰) \cdot P(Q⁰)
\]

and using Bayes’ rule

\[
P(B) = P(B|Q) \cdot P(Q) + P(B|Q⁰) \cdot P(Q⁰) = P(R) \cdot P(V)
\]

where \(P(B|Q)\) is the estimated proportion treated with PCI within 120 minutes based on the data from the register and the data completeness is given by \(P(Q) = P(R) \cdot P(V)\), where \(P(R)\) is the coverage of the register, and \(P(V)\) is the probability that the actual variable contains data. All patients are either included or not included in the register, that is, \(P(R⁰) = 1 - P(R)\).

Worst-case and best-case scenarios

The proportion treated with PCI within 120 minutes among cases where data is missing, \(P(B|Q⁰)\), is unknown, so instead we consider the two extreme cases. The worst-case scenario is when none of the patients with unknown status were treated with PCI within 120 minutes, that is, \(P(B|Q⁰)=0\). The best-case scenario is when all patients with unknown status were treated with PCI within 120 minutes, that is \(P(B|Q⁰)=1\).

These two extreme values for \(P(B|Q⁰)\) give the lower and upper bounds for \(P(B)\), the proportion of patients with the outcome of interest, which we define as the Coverage uncertainty range.

\[
[P(B|Q) \cdot P(Q), P(B|Q) \cdot P(Q) + (1-P(Q))]
\]

We denote \(P(B)=p\), \(P(R) = d\) and \(P(Q)=q\). Then, the coverage uncertainty range is given by

\[
[p \cdot d \cdot q, p \cdot d \cdot q + (1-d-q)]
\]
Table 1. Definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality indicator</td>
<td>A standardized, evidence-based measure of health care quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>The proportion of the total population present in a registry, also called case completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case completeness</td>
<td>Case completeness is often referred to as coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable completeness</td>
<td>The proportion of cases not containing missing values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data completeness</td>
<td>Case completeness x variable completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage uncertainty range</td>
<td>The range which includes the true value of the observed proportion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence interval</td>
<td>The range, with a given probability, of probable estimates for an unknown parameter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS

Simulated data

Simulated data for summary statistics and data completeness for nine hypothetical hospitals is provided in Figure 1. The simulated data imitates different real-life cases from medial quality registry data, included hospitals with equal number of included patients but different data completeness and hospitals with a large number of included patients but low data completeness. In our experience, the simulated data is relatively comparable to real life data from a large medical quality registry; however, we have included a couple of extreme examples to better illustrate the difference between the new method and standard confidence intervals.

For the simulated data, we calculated data completeness using hypothetical coverage and variable completeness for all hospitals, and data completeness was calculated as variable completeness x coverage ($P(Q) = P(R) \cdot P(V)$). Observe that hospitals G and H both have $N = 100$ patients and summary statistic $p = 70\%$, but different data completeness. Also note that hospital B have summary statistic $p = 84\%$ and $N = 2974$ patients.

Moving on, we add the Coverage uncertainty range (Figure 1, left panel) and 95% Wilson score intervals (right panel). Hospitals H and G both have $N = 100$ cases included in the registry and the Coverage uncertainty range for hospital H (60% data completeness) is wider than the range for hospital G (87% data completeness), reflecting a greater amount of uncertainty around the summary statistic for the hospital with lowest data completeness. The Wilson score intervals for hospitals G and H, on the other hand, depends on the summary statistic and the sample size and have therefore the exact same width.

Furthermore, hospital B has $N = 2974$ cases included in the registry but a data completeness of merely 27%, indicating that there is a large amount of uncertainty in the summary statistics for this hospital. The difference between the Coverage uncertainty range and the 95% Wilson score interval is illustrated in Figure 1. The left panel shows that the Coverage uncertainty range for
hospital B is wide, while the right panel shows a narrow confidence interval around the summary statistic for this hospital. This illustrates that using confidence intervals as a measure of uncertainty when the data completeness is low and the sample size is large may cause the summary statistic to appear more robust than it really is, which may lead to erroneous conclusions.

**Real life example: The Norwegian Myocardial Infarction Registry**

We used publically available, anonymous, aggregated data from the Norwegian Myocardial Infarction Registry to illustrate the new method. Figure 2 presents the actual results for the NORMI quality indicator Proportion of patients treated with primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) within 120 minutes after first medical contact for the year 2020. Summary statistics with Coverage uncertainty ranges and 95% Wilson score intervals are shown in the left and right panel, respectively. From the publically available data, only information about the summary statistics and coverage were available, while the variable completeness was unknown. Consequently, for simplicity, we used the coverage as an estimate of the data completeness. The data completeness for the different hospitals varied from 77% at Kongsberg Hospital to 96% at Arendal Hospital. At Kongsberg Hospital, 94% of the patients got primary PCI within 120 min. However, the data completeness for Kongsberg Hospital was only 77%, hence; data for 23% of the patients were missing.

Using the formula described in the methods section of this paper, we calculated that if all the patients missing from Kongsberg Hospital did not receive primary PCI within 120 minutes, the summary statistic for Kongsberg would be 72% instead of 94%. Similarly, if all missing patients did get primary PCI within 120 minutes, the summary statistic for Kongsberg Hospital would be 95%. Consequently, the Coverage uncertainty range for Kongsberg Hospital is [72%; 95%]. Figure 2 also shows that the confidence intervals overlap for Lillehammer and Gjovik hospitals, while the Coverage uncertainty range identifies that there truly is a difference in the summary statistics between the two hospitals. For Elverum hospital, data completeness of 95% gives a narrow Coverage uncertainty range, while the 95% Wilson score interval indicates considerable uncertainty around the summary statistic, due to a low number of patients.

**DISCUSSION**

In this paper, we have presented the Coverage uncertainty range method for quantifying uncertainty in healthcare quality indicator summary statistics. The patients got primary PCI within 120 min. However, the data completeness for Kongsberg Hospital was only 77%, hence; data for 23% of the patients were missing.
method can be used when the outcome of interest is binomial (e.g. yes/no) and data completeness is known or can be satisfactorily estimated.

Healthcare quality indicators are measured and published regularly, and their main purpose is informing decision makers, healthcare providers and the public about the quality of care of different healthcare providers. In the world of descriptive statistics, we argue that there is no uncertainty around the observed result for a given quality indicator if data completeness is 100%. In such cases, the results are valid independent of the sample size even if the sample size is small, as all observed cases are registered for the relevant variables and consequently we have information about the entire population.

However, 100% data completeness in health registries is extremely rare, and there is a need for a valid measure of summary statistics uncertainty in order to correctly interpret and use quality indicator results, for example for benchmarking purposes. Data can be missing at random, or there can be a systematic error in a health registry leading to selection bias (2). A great advantage of the Coverage uncertainty range is that the method is not affected by potential selection bias.

The results presented in this paper show that using a method depending on the sample size and not the data completeness to quantify the uncertainty in quality indicator summary statistics may lead to erroneous conclusions. A hospital with a large number of patients but low data completeness will have a narrow confidence interval, even if this situation indicates a large amount of uncertainty in the results. For two hospitals with the same number of patients, the width of the confidence intervals will be equal, even if data completeness for the hospitals differs.

Figure 2 shows the results using either Coverage uncertainty range or a 95% Wilson score interval to describe the uncertainty around a summary statistic. Even if the boundaries of the Coverage uncertainty range may be extreme (based on “worst-case” and “best-case” scenarios), the method successfully identifies significant differences in hospital performance, also when the Wilson score interval fails to do so.

A limitation with the Coverage uncertainty range method is that it requires that data completeness is known or can be satisfactorily estimated. Furthermore, the method only considers the two extreme cases, best-case versus worst-case scenario. The patients with unknown status may or may not be missing at random, but the degree of selection bias is often unknown. However, an advantage of the Coverage uncertainty range is that the method is not affected by potential selection bias. The results presented in this paper illustrate that the Coverage uncertainty range method adds valuable information when comparing hospital performance.

For cases with incomplete data on a certain quality indicator, supplementary information (such as age and gender) may still be available within the registry or by linkage with other data sources. Consequently, an interesting topic for future work will be to make use of such supplementary information to further develop the Coverage uncertainty range to present a more precise summary statistic. Furthermore, investigating potential use of the method on nominal data, listing each missing case with the lowest/highest value, could be of interest. For example, the 99th percentiles for blood tests or other physiological measurements (eg. height or weight) where a normative consensus for extreme values exists.

CONCLUSION

The Coverage uncertainty range is a measure of uncertainty around a summary statistic that only depends on the data completeness and not the sample size, the value of the summary statistic or the sampling strategy. The results presented in this paper illustrate that the Coverage uncertainty range adds valuable information when comparing hospital performance by healthcare quality indicators. Furthermore, we have shown that using Wilson score confidence intervals for quality indicators may lead to erroneous conclusions. Using this new method we show that registries can safely present their results even if some of the hospitals have low data completeness or few patients.
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